Genetic analysis of ion channel dysfunction in Drosophila.
To dissect the molecular mechanisms of electrical activity in the nervous system, an extensive collection of mutations affecting various types of voltage-gated ion channels was identified and characterized in Drosophila. Most of these mutations were generated by chemical mutagenesis and were recognized on the basis of defects in motor behavior. These were the first genetically determined ion channelopathies to be characterized in any multicellular organism. Drosophila is a particularly attractive model system for such studies because of the availability of powerful genetic, electrophysiological, and molecular techniques for generating new mutations, characterizing their phenotypes, and cloning the genes thus defined. Consequently, a number of ion channels, including various types of K+ channels that had not yielded previously to biochemical approaches, were first identified via a genetic strategy in Drosophila. Evolutionary conservation of these genes enabled subsequent isolation of the corresponding genes from various mammals, including humans. Several of these human homologues have been found to be associated with heritable neuromuscular disorders. Studies of ion channel mutations in Drosophila have thus provided important biological information concerning the molecular and functional diversity of ion channels, their evolutionary relationships, and their in vivo functions in the nervous system. Similar studies of additional new mutations should now facilitate the analysis of ion channel regulatory mechanisms.